In situ video-STM studies of methyl thiolate surface dynamics and self-assembly on Cu(100) electrodes.
The atomic-scale surface dynamic behavior of adsorbed methyl thiolate on Cu(100) electrodes, prepared via the dissociative adsorption of dimethyl disulfide, was studied in 0.01 M HCl solution over a wide regime of coverages. Using video-rate in situ STM, we directly observed the motion of the adsorbates within the c(2 × 2) lattice of the chloride coadsorbates with high spatial and temporal resolution, revealing complex mutual interactions of the organic adsorbates as well as pronounced interactions with Cu adatoms, which significantly affect the thiolate self-assembly. Quantitative measurements of the tracer diffusion of isolated thiolates reveal a 35 meV lower diffusion barrier as compared to that of sulfide adsorbates with a linear potential dependence of 0.5 eV/V. The effective intermolecular interactions between the thiolates resemble those between adsorbed sulfide and are repulsive at the nearest-neighbor distance of a(0) within the c(2 × 2) lattice, attractive at the next-nearest-neighbor distance of √2a(0) and again repulsive at a distance of 2a(0). Thiolates at these small spacings are found to exhibit characteristic collective properties, which are significant for the self-assembly of these species: First, their mobility is greatly enhanced relative to that of isolated thiolates. Second, Cu adatoms can be transiently trapped in between the two thiolates of a metastable dimer with an intermolecular spacing of √2a(0). With increasing coverage, small, highly mobile molecular clusters and subsequently the formation of ordered adlayer domains with a c(2 × 6) structure are observed. Common structural elements of the clusters and c(2 × 6) domains are stripes of thiolate dimers, which are oriented in the [011] direction, spaced at distances of √2a(0) and of which a large fraction is occupied by Cu adatoms. The c(2 × 6) phase can be rationalized as a close-packed arrangement of these dimer stripes. Because of the self-acceleration of the thiolate mobility, the ordering and reorganization of the ordered c(2 × 6) adlayers occur orders of magnitude faster than the surface diffusion of isolated thiolates, illustrating the importance of collective effects in organic self-organization.